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On August 15, 1978, Professor Viggo Brun died at his home 
at Drtibak, Norway, in his 92nd year. In several ways he was an 
extraordinary mathematician. Before World War I, when he first 
began to attack Christian Goldbach's hypothesis of 1742 that every 
even natural number (greater than 2) can be expressed as the sum 
of two prime numbers, and also the question whether there exist 
infinitely many prime twins (such as 5,7; 11,13; 17,19) [l], most 
mathematicians were doubtful that such elementary methods as the 
now famous "Brun's sieve" could produce anything more than trivial 
results. Edmund Landau, the systematizer of number theory, left 
Brun's manuscript untouched in his drawer for six years. Even 
after Brun had shown in 1919 [2] by steadfastly refining his 
methods that the sum of the reciprocals of twin primes l/5 + l/7 + 
l/11 + l/13 + . . . is finite (while the sum of the reciprocals of 
all primes is infinite)--so that there cannot exist "too many" 
prime twins--only a few experts tried to follow his line of 
thought. 
In the late forties Berkeley Rosser developed an important 
refinement of Brun's sieve but by a strange coincidence his dis- 
covery remained unpublished for more than twenty years and hence 
could not produce an effect. A new impetus was given to sieve 
methods after World War II by Atle Selberg. It was taken up in 
the fifties by A. I. Vinogradov, B. V. Levin, M. B. Barban; in 
the sixties by N. C. Ankeny and H. Onishi, A. A. Buchstab, W. B. 
Jurkat, and H.-E. Richert. In 1974, six decades after Brun's 
first work, H. Halberstam and H. -E. Richert published their London 
Mathematical Society monograph "Sieve Methods" (Academic Press, 
London/New York). In the introduction they express hope that 
their exposition (to which I owe some of the information given 
above) of Brun's sieve demonstrates "how powerful and fruitful 
a method it is even today." 
While it is still not known whether there exist infinitely 
many twin primes and whether Goldbach's conjecture is true, V. 
Brun's early results 131 already included the following: 
(i) there exist infinitely many integers n such that both 
n and n+2 have at most nine prime factors; 
(ii) every sufficiently large even integer N is the sum of 
two numbers each having at most nine prime factors. 
Brun had obtained these powerful results by means of skillful 
improvements of a sieve method that goes substantially beyond his 
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historic source: the sieve of Eratosthenes (3rd century B.C.). 
The idea is to remove from a given set of integers all those that 
are divisible by a certain set of primes; the number of those 
integers left over must then be counted by suitable combinatorial 
procedures. Many improvements of (i) and (ii) based on Brun's 
sieve have been obtained in recent years. Though in addition the 
authors had to employ other arithmetical devices; this shows how 
fruitful Brun's ideas have been and still are since they have 
found access into the repertoire of methods in number theory. 
Another topic which interested Brun throughout his life was 
also rooted in ancient Greek mathematics: the theory of higher- 
dimensional continued fractions. Taking the Euclidean Antaneire- 
sis method ("taking away in turn," Euclidean Algorithm) for a 
start, he generalized it in 1919/1920 to three [4] and later to 
four and more numbers. Brun's algorithm is distinguished from 
a similar one introduced by Jacobi by the fact that it only 
employs repeated subtraction, no divisions, and that it does not 
suffer from the setbacks of a related algorithm by Poincare. 
Among applications, there is one of particular interest 
related to musical theory, studied by V. Brun in several papers 
[5, 6, 71. If  one wants to divide the octave (ratio 2:l) by 
intermediate tones in such a way that each one has the same ratio 
to the previous one and that the simple ratios 3:2 and 4:3 are 
included among the possible chords, one has to determine numbers 
x, Y, and z such that kx = 2, ky = 3/2, kz = 4/3, or 
log2 log 3/2 NN lo9 4/3 
X Y Z 
Brun's algorithm yields x = 12, y  = 7, and z = 5, which corresponds 
to our normal division of the octave: there are 12 half-tone steps 
of which the 7th is the quint, the 5th the quart (with ratios 3:2 
and 4:3, approximately). I f  one wants to include, besides 2:1, 
the ratios 7:4, 6:4, and 5:4 among the'tones of an octave, one 
arrives for instance at the solution x = 31, y  = 25, z = 18, 
u = 10. This is Huygens' suggestion for a temperament with 31 
fifth-tone steps to the octave. When A.D. Fokker obtained this 
solution again, empirically, in 1947, he stated that mathematicians 
were not able to give a derivation--not knowing that Brun had 
studied just such an algorithm of three and four dimensions which 
would easily produce the desired results. Brun himself called it 
an irony of fate that he, who was very unmusical, should write 
about music. 
Though not musically gifted, Viggo Brun had a strong sense 
for harmony and geometric symmetry. He gave some lectures about 
mathematics and aesthetics, and he published a number of papers 
which testify to his lively geometric intuition. This enabled 
him [8] to give a geometric representation of Leibniz's series 
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using tangent functions in polar coordinates: r = tan2ncl (n = 1, 
2, 3, . ..). the resulting rosette-like picture is composed of 
sicle-formed parts enclosing each other and showing the symmetry 
of the cyclic group C4. In this connection Brun quoted a sentence 
from Leonardo da Vinci's Trattato della pittura: "If you, histori- 
ans, or poets, or mathematicians had not seen things with your 
eyes you could not report them in writing." 
A fine example of what he did see with his eyes is to be 
found in the closing words of another of Brun's charming little 
articles [9]. After having described the truncation of a cube 
(by cutting off the eight corners) to a cube-octahedron (one 
of Archimedes' semiregular polyhedrons), and that of a tetrahedron 
to an octahedron which in turn also reduces to a cube-octahedron 
when its corners are chopped off, Brun concluded: "If therefore 
two stones, one being a cube and the other a regular tetrahedron, 
should roll for some millions of years in the wells at the coast, 
their shape would probably be more and more equal." 
It will not surprise the reader that the mathematician Vigqo 
Brun whose work was so deeply rooted in the history of mathematics 
also published a number of biographical and historical studies. 
These include biographies of Caspar Wessel [lo], Sophus Lie Ill], 
Axe1 Thue [12], and Carl Stdrmer [13], and two books: Reynekunsten 
i det yamle Norye [14], and Aft er tall. Matematikkens historie 
fra Oldtid til Renessanse [15]. The latter is the text of a 
course given at Oslo University in 1961 under the Pythagorean 
motto "all is number." The former was provoked by a remark about 
Abel in which this great Norwegian mathematician was not considered 
the product of development but compared to the burst of a bomb. 
This remark caused the author to inquire into the art of reckoning 
in old Norway from the earliest times to about 1800. One must 
regret that these books are only available in the Norwegian Language, 
so that they could reach but a limited public. Perhaps the most 
impressive of Brun's historical discoveries was made in 1952 
during a trip to Italy, where he rediscovered in Florence Abel's 
famous manuscript which had disappeared in 1826 after submission 
to the French Academic des Sciences! Convinced that a sound knowl- 
edge of the history of mathematics is of great importance for 
future teachers of mathematics, he pleaded for the creation of 
a professorship in the history of mathematics at every large uni- 
versity [163. 
In 1955 I met Professor Brun at the second conference on the 
history of mathematics at Oberwolfach. His wide interests and 
his humanistic outlook, combined with his modesty, kindness, and 
totally un-professorial habitus made the strongest impression upon 
me. This, our only meeting, was also the beginning of an inter- 
mittent correspondence, in which Professor Brun's last sentences 
(written shortly after his 90th birthday--after he had just under- 
gone an operation) were the following: "Nach Zuriickkehr hoffe ich 
wieder meine mathematische Arbeit aufnehmen zu konnen. Ich habe 
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ja bis jetzt ein gliickliches Altertum gehabt." 
Only after his death did I learn that Viggo Brun, who was 
born on October 13, 1885, in Lier as the youngest of ten children, 
had lost both his parents at a very young age. His father, Stiren 
Martens Brun, had been a captain of the artillery, his mother 
was Lorentze Thaulow, nge Petersen. Viggo grew up under the care 
of his elder sisters, then went to the University of Oslo in 1903. 
Owing to the regulations of the teacher examination in those days, 
he had to study a very broad spectrum of mathematical and scien- 
tific areas, which left no time for specialization. In later 
life he always enjoyed more his own research than reading mathe- 
matical literature. So, as a mathematician, he was more a scout 
than a cultivator of land that had already been made arable by 
others. 
In 1910 Viggo Brun undertook a journey to GBttingen, and it 
was at that time that he began to attack some of the most difficult 
problems in number theory with his original methods. In contrast 
to the analytical methods then in vogue, the sieve method was 
called elementary, although in its details it was anything but 
easy and simple. After returning from Gdttingen, Brun received 
a research grant for some years and served in the armed forces. 
In 1921 he became assistant for applied mathematics in Oslo, in 
1923 professor at the Technical University in Trondheim, and in 
1946 professor at the University of Oslo. In 1955, at the age of 
70, he retired. 
Professor Brun married Laura Michelsen, who had a school for 
dressmaking in Oslo,in 1940. They lived in an ancient wooden 
house in Drdbak, which had been built in 1770 and which his father 
had bought in 1888. In recent years he and his wife were active 
in helping to preserve those old houses in Drplback. He loved to 
go for walks in the forest where he would collect curious pieces 
of wood or roots from which he produced nice handiwork. 
During his long and fruitful life, in which he was also 
engaged-in politics and worked for peace, Professor Brun received 
many honors for his mathematical work: the Fridtjof Nansen prize 
in 1939, the Norges Tekniske Hijgskoles "Hogskolefondets prize" 
in 1946, the Gunnerus medal of Det Kongelige Norske Videnskabers 
Selskab in 1958, and an honorary doctorate from the University 
of Hamburg in 1966. He was a member of the scientific societies 
or academies of Oslo, Trondheim, Uppsala, and Finland. 
His research during the last years was inspired by the study 
of virus structures as they had been revealed by the electron 
microscope. Twenty years earlier Brun had already become inter- 
ested in the similarities between the structures of pollen grains 
and semiregular (Archimedean) polyhedra [17]. He even baked 
spherical breads from 32 conical pieces of dough (in a spherical 
cake tin) and found that normally the surface will show a structure 
of 12 pentagons and 20 hexagons, which--though not completely 
regular--resembles a truncated icosahedron. The photograph shows 
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the Norwegian mathematician a few days before his 90th birthday, 
sitting at his desk under a portrait of Abel and surrounded by 
the objects of his last article [18]. His name will be mentioned 
by mathematicians as long as they remember that of Eratosthenes. 
Those who had the good fortune to meet him and "to see him with 
their eyes" will not be able to forget this extraordinary man. 
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Visst behijvs undervisning i matematikens historia! [Certainly 
one needs an instruction in the history of mathematics!] 
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